Activities
November 13th: General Members Meeting
A lot of important things were discussed during this GMM, for example the privacy policy. Steven
Heesterman, Mirabel Vlaming and Rosan Halsema were replaced by Esther van der Laan, Floor
Hermans and Lotte Braat.
November 13th: Constitution drink
The board change had to be celebrated and a lot of alcoholic refreshments were consumed. The next
morning when everything got clearly again, I realized what an amazing evening it has been.
November 15th: Chair group drink “Tira-me-you”
The first chair group drink for the new board members. We enjoyed not only some nice beers, but
also Tiramisu. Which was very tasteful.
November 15th: Super Stratego extreme in real life
The same evening the AkCie organised Real Stratego on the campus. It was an evening full of
attacking and defending, which kept us warm on this cold evening. I would like to thank Nathalie
Rombeek, Tom Brouwers, Alba Mols, Gijs Roosen and Duve Ribberink for their effort.
November 16th: LexCie lunch lecture HydroLogic
The LexCie organised an interesting lunch lecture. This time our sponsor Hydrologic was invited to
speak about what they do in general, but also how it’s to work there. The lecturer gave a good inside
in the company. I would like to thank Floor Hermans, Diede in ‘t Veld, Luuk Bersee, Yde Jansen, Joris
Beemster, Charlotte Veassen, Ingeborg Verkleij, Veerle Beijer and myself for their effort.
November 20th: Traineeship Roadshow
Gijs Eijgenraam together with Nji Sri organised this interactive evening with National Water
Traineeship. First they told us something about what kind of programs they have and after that they
gave an inside of those programs by a small case problem. Very nice to see all the difference
between groups, how they solve problems. I think we could learn a lot of the evening and also have
fun at the same time.
November 21th: MeeloopdagCie orientation day
The second orientation day of the academic year took place, organised by the MeeloopdagCie.
Prospective students from all over the Netherlands came to Wageningen to get an impression of our
lovely study Soil, Water, Atmosphere. I would like to thank Jonna van den Berg, Joep Bosdijk, Ruben
Koppius, Floor Hermans, Isabel Kuin, Bas van Splunter, Vera Buis and Teun van de Putte for their
efforts.
November 23rd: Lunch lecture by Klaas Metselaar
The three environmental studies, which switched to English, organised a lunch lecture. Klaas
Metselaar, the one and only, told about climate proof cities with the focus on water. It was really
nice to see that so many people where interested in this subject and maybe also in the free lunch.
However, I have to thank the officers of internal contacts for organising this event.
November 24th: Environmental Sciences Excursion to the Grebbedijk
On a cold Saturday we had an interesting excursion about the Grebbedijk and the surroundings. We
looked to different aspects and learned a lot about how they worked out a plan for this dike. At the
end we had a nice cup of chocolate milk at the Zaaier.
November 27th: Grilled cheese sandwich lunch
The Pyrus board organized the traditional lunch, so that the Pyrus members could meet the new
board. A lot of people joined this lunch and I hope that the grilled cheese sandwiches were delicious.

November 27th: TransPyratCie Squash tournament
A sportif activity after a lot of cozy activities, is what we needed. Therefore the TranspyratCie
organised a tournament which was the perfect moment to play against your fellow students with
squash. There were three groups were everybody could play against players with almost the same
level of squash. I would like to thank Rikke Stoffels, Joep Bosdijk, Tim van Rooijen, Ruben Peters,
Peter Westerman, Luuk Bersee, Manouk Geurts and Vivien Vos for their effort.
November 30th: Lunch lecture Deltares
In the lunch we had an interesting lecture organised by the LexCie about Deltares and about what it
means to work at Deltares. Before this lecture began we had the chance to get a delicious lunch.
December 4th: CIA (Carrière informatie avond)
Also this year we had a Career Information Evening organised by the CIA. During this evening, there
were three rounds of lectures. In each lecture you could hear an old SWA’ers tell something about
what they did for specialization and the work they are doing now. For organising this evening, I
would like to thank Kim Faassen, Iris Verstappen, Judith Boekee, Jip Koster and Eline Hack.
December 5th: Sinterklaas activity
It was the last activity of the IntroductCie of 2017/2018 and that on “pakjesavond”. During this
evening we were playing games to win some gifts. Not only first year students, but all members were
welcome. It was a very nice evening with enough “pepernoten” and other candy.
January 8th: PRub-quiz
The first activity of the year and directly a good one. Due to playing nice games and a funny quiz we
got to know more about our many sponsors. It was an intresting and funny evening. I would like to
thank Mirabel Vlaming, Lotte Braat, Steven Heesterman, Luuk Bersee, Ruben Peters, Ruben Koppius
and Gijs Eijgenraam for their effort. Not only for organising this event but also for keeping in contact
with our sponsors.
January 9th: FoodCie BBB
The FoodCie organised a drink at Annie’s pub with different kind of snacks, from nachos to fried
snacks, they were all delicious. There were also some nice games to play, like table football and
beerpong. The drink like a Pyrus new year’s drink. Therefore I would like to thank Dylan Koster,
Jeroen van der Valk, Daan Kivits, Leander de Wit, Rikke Stoffels, Marthe Wassink, Devin Beck and
Lotte Braat for their effort.
January 15th: Environmental Sciences Winter BBQ
“The cold never bothers me any way” was the slogan of this activity of the environmental science
group and that was needed! It was a very cold evening, but with the BBQ as heater we were able to
survive for 3 hours outside. Besides the cold it was a very cozy and a good moment to get to know
other students of different studies.
January 16th: LexCie GIS/MAQ evening lecture
At H41 the LexCie organised a lecture about a topic of GIS and MAQ. Unfortunately the GIS lecture
was cancelled, but the MAQ lecture was quite interesting. Folkert Boersma talked about remote
sensing and how he worked with it.
January 17th: TransPyratCie Pub Sports Night
This evening we spent playing pub games. Like darts, pool and all kind of board games. Besides the
competitive elements of playing games, we had a nice evening with lots of chatting.
January 21st: MeeloopdagCie orientation day
The third orientation day of the academic year took place, organised by the MeeloopdagCie.
Prospective students from all over the Netherlands came to Wageningen to get an impression of our
lovely study Soil, Water, Atmosphere.

January 23th: AkCie Disco drink evening
During this drink it was time to swing your hips around and to get your feeds of the ground. While
your singing along with the greatest disco hits. In sort a drink which almost became an extensive
activity due to all the dancing. Therefore I would like to thank the AkCie, which organised it.
January 24th: Chair group drink with the three meter
It was time for the chair group drink of the third and fourth period. The board showed the gift they
received during the General Members Meeting in November of the friettuurders. Which was the
three meter, but now full with beer. The drink was very good attend by students as well as by
teachers. And fortunately due to the snow outside the beer was a little bit colder than normally.
February 19th: AkCie Game Night
As first activity of period four the AkCie organised a game evening. We played one funny game which
was a lot of fun.
February 22nd: LexCie Lunch lecture Vitens
It was time for a new lunch lecture, now about one of our sponsors, Vitens. It was interesting what
they told about how our water is made safety to drink and how they do supply each day a big
amount of water to the households in the Netherlands.
February 26th: ExcursCie location announcement
This year the excursion aboard is again organised. During this evening the ExcursCie announced
which countries we would go to and give an overview of what we were going to do on the excursion.
Many members got every enthusiastic about the excursion and subscribed immediately.
February 27th: Cheese fondue
Traditionally the board organised the cheese fondue. For us it was a really nice event to organise and
a cheesy evening. I would like to thank the AkCie for helping us with the cooking and everyone for
coming and making it a successful cheese fondue.
March 5th: FoodCie lunch “Stick it!”
The FoodCie organised a tasteful lunch. During the lunch we could eat as much as we could by
sticking our food on skewers. Besides this all, you could even have a nice chat with each other!
March 6th: AkCie Beer on the beachcantus
A nice traditional activity was organised by the AkCie. It was a good beer cantus with crazy
punishments, songs which we song along and of course plenty of beer.
March 8th: Pyrus Ice Skating Experience
The IntegratCie organised a ice skating event. There were a lot of master students who went ice
skating. So in the end it was a nice cold ice skating evening. Therefore I would like to thank Rosan
Halsema and Joris Beemster for organising it.
March 19th: Theme and Program announcement 6th Lustrum
During this evening the theme of the 6th Lustrum was announced, namely the ‘Battle of the
elements’, as we now all know. Moreover the LustrumCie gave an impression of the kind of activities
what where going to be organised. In short a nice evening, which made me really looking forward to
the activities.
March 21st: De GAME
The Great Active Members Evening, organised by our lovely Officer of Internal Contacts Lotte. This traditional
activity is organised to thanks all active members for being active for Pyrus and organising a those really fiery
activities.
March 26th: General Members Meeting

A lot of important things were discussed during this GMM, for example the statutes changes. Bart

Vlemmix, Gijs Eijgenraam and Maaike de Boer were replaced by Ruben van Baare, Ruben Peters and
Andrea Kees.
March 26th: Constitution drink

The board change had to be celebrated and a lot of alcoholic refreshments were consumed. The next
morning when everything got clearly again, I realized what an amazing evening it has been.
March 28th: Evening Lecture about soil
The LexCie organised an evening lecture where Marcel Hoosbeek and Jasper Candel talked about
their research. The main subject was soil, but even though both speakers are soil researchers they
showed that there is always a link to water or atmosphere.
March 30th: Sibling day
As every two years, the sibling day is organised by the BroerZusCie. A day full of activities for
brothers and sisters, to get to know what their sibling is doing in Wageningen. So we did some soil
drilling and we went into the Forum pond with John Beijer. To learn something about the fauna and
water quality. I would like to thank Josien Rompelberg, Jonna van den Berg, Ida Haven, Manouk
Geurts and Vivien Vos for their effort.
April 2nd: AkCie Laser Tag
Due to a bachelor graduation the board was not be able to be present. Nevertheless I heard from
others that it was a lot of fun!
April 3rd: MeeloopdagCie orientation day
The fourth orientation day of the year took place, organised by the MeeloopdagCie. Prospective
students from all over the Netherlands came to Wageningen to get an impression of our lovely study
Soil, Water, Atmosphere.
April 3rd: ES roller disco
The ESS organised an evening away to Utrecht for a roller disco. From our point of view it was an
successful activity. Not only because there were a lot of people, but also because the evening went
very well. There were students from all the different study associations and this in combination with
some nice disco tunes made it a nice evening. The upcoming year there is more money available so
except more activities like this from the ESS!
April 9th: Grilled Cheese Sandwich Lunch
The Pyrus board organized the traditional lunch, so that the Pyrus members could meet the new
board. A lot of people joined this lunch and I hope that the grilled cheese sandwiches were delicious.
April 10th: FoodCie Wokdiner
Good food is always important and luckily we have the FoodCie who organise activities with good
food. Also during this evening, with very delicious wok dishes. Especially the dessert was very
tasteful, it was sesame ice cream.
April 16th: Environmental Sciences Company Day
Every two years, the Environmental Sciences Company Day is organised. In the morning you could go
to workshops from different companies. In the lunch, there was a marked where you could meet all
the companies. Thanks to all Officers of External Contacts of all the environmental study associations
for organising this.
April 16th: TransPyratCie Ultimate Football Evening
For all sportive and football loving pyrus members, the TransPyratCie organised the ultimate evening.
First playing some football with each other and after that a free meal. During this meal we all
watched the Champions league match of Ajax. The TransPyratCie of course arranged that Ajax won
the match.

April 17th: AkCie cold buffet
Pyrus members love food so the AkCie cold buffet, which is a nice tradition, was a great success!
There were also some teachers which is always nice, because you can have an interesting talk with
them or just to get to know them better.
April 18th: Chair group drink GOAT
The next day we had a drink, with also some food! During our chair group drink there was also a
baking contest organised by the FoodCie in the theme GOAT. The theme of the month April. The
cakes were very delicious. Furthermore there was also a real goat present. Arranged by Bart
Vlemmix. This made this chair group drink different than others.
April 23rd: IntegratCie Karoake
This time Diede and Jip have taken a seat in the IntegratCie. they organised a karaoke evening, so
that everybody could show of their singing skills. Besides some ear damage, I really enjoyed the
evening and I think everyone else too. I would like to thank Diede in ‘t Veld and Jip Koster for their
effort.
May 11th -12th: Batavierenrace
A tradition for all running flames of Pyrus. As team “lopende vuurtje” we made it to 61ste place,
which I think is a great performance. Besides the sportive performance, we did also great
performance in celebrating our 61st place. Which made the way back to Wageningen little bit less
fiery.
May 13th: FoodCie BBQ
The days became warmer, so it was time for a BQQ. Therefore we have the FoodCie and also to make
delicious salads. The meat or veggies were brought by ourselves and so it was good BQQ. Besides the
food, I also really enjoyed the atmosphere. That are the best summer evenings.
May 14th: LexCie lunch lecture Huisman Traject
Huisman Traject, one of our sponsors, gave a presentation about what they do as company. It
became clear that it is a very small company, but that the work the do is complementary with what
we learn in our beloved study, only a little bit more technical.
May 14th: TransPyratCie’s good old physical education class
As students we don’t have very much exercises anymore, as we had in high school or even primary
school. To get a recap of this the TransPyratCie organised old school gymmen. We did the game “the
floor is lava” and also soccer, basketball and other ball sports which switch after a point was scored
by one of the two teams.
May 15th: ExcursCie acquaintance evening
In about two months the Pyrus excursion would take place and therefore we had to get to know each
other better. So we played some games and the ExcursCie really hyped us for the coming excursion.
May 16th: Chair group drink “Bye Bye Beijer”
There is a time of coming and going and unfortunately for us, it’s a time for going for John Beijer. I
think we know him all as a very passionate teacher and lovely person. He was also available for
sibling days or other activities. Therefore we organised a goodbye for John during our chair group
drink.
May 17th: LexCie lunch lecture by John Beijer
In the same theme, the LexCie organised the last lecture with John Beijer. During this lecture he told
about what he did and is still doing besides the WUR. From Indonesia to Kenia, he always did really
nice work, with the purpose to make earth a better place to live.
May 18th: OuderdagCie Parents day
Parents are always curious about what their son or daughter is studying. Therefore, the OuderdagCie

organises a parent day every year. On this day we showed the parents around the university and
organised some lectures about soil, water and atmosphere. I would like to thank Marit Schapendonk,
Isa den Ouden, Jelmer Visser and Leander de Wit for their effort.
June 3rd: AkCie “To peddel or not to Peddel”
The AkCie took everybody out of Wageningen and through the canals of Utrecht. This was a very fun
activity with a lot of splashing of water with the paddles. So we had some cite seeing and a lot of fun
at the same time!
June 4th: LexCie lunch lecture Eco-Job
It almost a tradition the Eco-job lunch lecture. Eco-job is one of our sponsors, who are specialist in
finding jobs in the environmental sector. They gave some interesting information about making a
perfect CV and LinkedIn page. Of course the LexCie arranged a free lunch, which made the lecture
even better.
June 11th: ES “End of the year party”
The last party of the year, organised by the ESS. With the slogan “get rid of your stress with this
stress pong mess”. We played a lot of stress pong in the Bunker. In the end it was very nice party
with nice music and students from all environmental science studies.
June 13th: AkCie Pubcrawl
Now we end up by last activity of the AkCie this year. And what kind of activity?! Again we went to
Utrecht, but nw for a pubcrawl. We started in a shotjes-bar with many fiery shots. So it was a good
beginning of really nice night. Within each pub a free drink, the night became more and more fiery.
We did some nice dancing in club Puma, ate some kebab, did some last dancing moves in another
bars and then went home in a bus where everybody was played out.
June 15th – June 16th: LexCie lakprofielenweekend
The “Lakprofielenweekend” is a yearly tradition based on the famous techniques of Gert Peek. This
year a group of students joined the weekend to get a nice lakprofiel for their own room.
June 17th: WeekendCie Bouldering in Arnhem
Unfortunately this year there were not enough participants for the Pyrus weekend. Fortunately
there was still budget for an activity, so the WeekendCie organised a really nice evening of boulderen
in Arnhem. With a group of some sportive pyrus members we tried to climb the walls, some
succeeded other failed. I think the muscle pain made us remember this nice activity for a long time. I
would like to thank Daan Kivits, Tim van Rooijen, Isabel Kuin, Vera ten Bruggecate and Sandra
Akkermans for their effort.
July 7th – 21th: Excursion aboard 2019
Two weeks long we drove around in Austria, Croatia and Slovenia. We saw many beautiful things,
from cities to nature. We did all kind of activities, such as walking to the top of Tirol, mountain biking
or going to the ZOO in Innsbruck. In short I can say, that it was a really nice excursion. I think many of
us, enjoyed it! Therefore I would like to thank Henry Rommelse, Sanne van de Veen, Nathalie
Rombeek, Joris Beemster, Hugo Beekelaar and Rosan Halsema for their effort.
August 19th: AID Bachelor Study day
The Annual Introduction Days are for every new student the start of their student life. During the BSc
study day organised by the IntroductCie the students get their first insights in Soil, Water,
Atmosphere and of course Pyrus! The day was a great success and a lot of first year students are
really enthusiastic about Pyrus.
August 21st: Master study day
The MSc study day was organised by the Pyrus board. This was the opportunity to let the new master

students get to know Pyrus. During the day we did a nice quiz about Wageningen and Pyrus and we
of course did some soil drilling.
September 3th: LexCie summer lecture by Wout Peters
The first activity of the year and directly a good one. With a big audience Wout Peters told about the
Amazon and the fires which were very actual in the summer holidays.
September 9th: IntroductCie first years BBQ
After the AID study day, where first years met each other for the first time, it was time for the second
meeting with the first years. After the BBQ was lit we could all prepare our meat or veggie burger. It
was a nice evening where different committees did promote their activities.
September 10th: Theme announcement Soil Drilling Championship and first year drink
There were a lot of people from different school years, this is of course, due the theme
announcement of the Soil Drilling Championship. Their promotion film were they announced the
theme was amazing. After the theme was announced, we could have a drink and chat with each
other about in which costume they would go to the Soil Drilling Championship.
September 12th: Get to know Wageningen
The third activity for first years in one week, but that doesn’t matter for some of the first years. Get
to know Wageningen was organised by the Officers of Internal Contacts of Nitocra, Aktief Slip and
Pyrus. This activity is to learn first years about Wageningen in a low back manner.
September 16th: MSc-diner
As each year, the board organised a master dinner for all first year master students. The food we
served where all kind of stew or in Dutch ‘stamppot’ and of course a starter and dessert. I think it
was a good evening where master students had the chance to get to know each other better.
September 17th: Tutor lunch
As each year, the board and especially Lotte, organised a lunch for first year bachelor students.
During this lunch first years are able to ask questions to second year students, while you could eat a
delicious hot dog (meat or veggie). The question can differ from study-related to how Wageningen
works.
September 17th: Ski Trip Location Reveal
In February 2020 the first Ski Trip of Pyrus will be organised, to promote this Ski trip and announce
their theme, the SkiCie organised a special evening for this. There were quite a lot of people and they
were very enthusiastic about this Ski Trip. So that was good to see! I would like to thank Lotte Braat,
Isa den Ouden, Aude Prummel, Noortje Oosterhoff and Gaël Kobessen for their effort and I wish you
good luck with organisation of the Ski Trip.
September 18th: TransPyratCie Bunker Dodgeball
Dodgeball is something what we all know from our primary and high school. Now the TransPyratCie
organised it for us. Maybe you think we are now too old to play this with this kind of enthusiasm, but
it is the opposite. It was amazing and remarkable to see how long we played this amazing game.
September 19th: Chair group drink “a Fresh start of the new year!”
The start of the year was already three weeks ago, but you can always use a new one. Therefore the
board organised the chair group drink in the theme “a Fresh start of the new year”. It was a nice
drink, with students and teacher, were you could have nice chat with.
September 23th – 29th: Lustrum week
A week with so many activities that I will not tell about every single activity, because of the time.
That doesn´t mean that it wasn´t an amazing week. We started with the openings drink and almanac
presentation. For making this beautiful almanac, I would like to thank Maud Siebers, Vera Smits, Zoë
Page and Laura Pater.

The next day we had the Lustrum diner, cooked by the FoodCie. With a full belly we got to listen to a
beautiful Open Mix and a little bit less beautiful Karaoke, but the Karaoke was still a big success!
Than we had the Lustrum Symposium, with many good speakers and a big last speaker Willemijn
Hobert. On Thursday it was time to have a big party, we started with a nice game evening and ended
with a typical superhero themed Pyrus party in the Bunker. Some of us had a little hangover,
therefore there was a nice hangover lunch. For all old Pyrus members, the LustrumCie organised an
Almuni day. On Saturday it was time for the big event, Te Land ter Zee en in de Lucht. I think
everybody who was there, really enjoyed the day! The last but not least activity was Pancake and
Movie night. Which was a relaxed end of the Lustrum week. For this whole week I would like to thank
Meike Traas, Bas van Splunter, Mirabel Vlaming, Rikke Stoffels, Quinty van Rees, Karin Miltenburg,
Pim Göritzer and Wilfred Altena for their effort.
September 25th: MeeloopdagCie orientation day
The first orientation day of the academic year took place, organised by the MeeloopdagCie.
Prospective students from all over the Netherlands came to Wageningen to get an impression of our
lovely study Soil, Water, Atmosphere.
October 2nd: AkCie Pubquiz
In H41 the AkCie organised the Pubquiz, which was also a big success this year. The questions differ
very much with each other, so everybody had a chance to shine In the end there is always one group
which knows to most and this year that was a group with the highest age average.
October 9th: Soil Drilling Championship 2019
It was time for, the biggest of event of the year for Pyrus organised by the GrondboorCie, the Soil
Drilling Championship! With 750 students, 72 employees and about 60 volunteers participating, it
was again an amazing evening. To see so many people trying to drill an auger of 1.20 meter as fast as
possible into the ground, is unbelievable and amazing at the same time. I would like to thank Jonna
van den Berg, Iris Verstappen, Vera Smits, Diede in ‘t Veld, Ruben Koppius and Roosmarijn Knol for
their effort.
October 10th: Environmental science studies: Early HallOWeen Drink
We were a week too early for a Halloween drink, but if you look close to the word HallOWeen, you
can detect OW (omgevingingswetenschapen in dutch). So we had to organise a drink in the theme
Halloween. Besides a drink, there was also a pumping craving contest organised. The result was a
nice evening, with beautiful pumpkins.
October 11th: Financial General Members Meeting
Finances are very important for Pyrus. Every year the financial GMM is organised to discuss the
finances of the past year and to reveal the budget for the coming academic year. After the meeting
everyone was up to date about our finances.
October 11th- 13th: First years weekend
Also this year we went to Someren for the first years weekend. On Saturday we played the chaos
game with each other, after the lunch it was time of the committee round. In the night the very scary
ghost walk through the forest was organised. I would like to thank Isa den Ouden, Vera ten
Bruggecate, Aude Prummel, Manouk Geurts, Luce Creman and Zina Prinsen for their effort.
October 31st: Chair group drink “Hello, goodbye!”
The first Thursday of period two, the board organised a chair group drink. This time you could say
‘hello’ to the proposed new board and ‘goodbye’ to the old board members. Remarkable is that
there were a lot of teachers of the chair groups.
October 31st: IntroductCie and FoodCie Halloween party
The last activity of the IntroductCie was a Halloween party in the Woeste. In cooperation with the

FoodCie, which supplied delicious snacks. It was a nice party where most people had beautiful
costumes in the theme Halloween.
November 1st: Amazon Lunch lecture
The three environmental studies, which switched to English, organised a lunch lecture. Bart Kruijt
told about the amazon, with the focus about also the policy in the Amazon. Since this a very hot
topic, due to the many fires this year. It was really nice to see so many people witch where interested
in this subject. I have to thank the Officers of Internal Contacts for organising this event.
November 5th: LexCie lunch lecture Arcadis
Due to a big audience even the room was too small, so many people where interested in the lunch
lecture of Arcadis. Fortunately there was enough food. Three young employees of Arcadis told about
Arcadis in a very interactive manner. They told about how it is to work by Arcadis and they also
discussed a special case of one of the employees.
November 7th: AkCie “The sparks are flying”
The AkCie organised a typical activity for Pyrus, namely fire breathing! After a short explanation and
some practice with water, we were ready for the real work. Al most everybody was willing to do it.
The fire breathing did give a special feeling doing it. Moreover it was a nice challenge for the
PaparazzCie to take nice pictures, but I believe in the end everybody had a nice picture of her/him
fire breathing. What else do you want as Pyrus member?
Of course, there are some more committees who did not organize activities, but are still very
important for Pyrus. We didn’t forget you! Five times a year we all receive our beautiful magazine
‘Het Vuurwerk’. Filled with news about our study and many more interesting articles to read. I would
like to thank Hans Nienhuis, Maaike Scholtemeijer, Mees Rademas, Leentje Ottink, Charlotte
Engelmann, Andrea Kees, Femke Gramsma and Jasper Lammers for their effort! As study association
it is important to keep track of all study related matters, for that we have our own OpCie. I would like
thank Luuk van der Valk, Auke van der Woude, Rosan Halsema, Steven Heesterman, Philippe
Schambergen for their effort! The other committee that is important for the quality of our study is
the EvaluatCie. I want to thank Jip Koster, Jelle Boode, Marleen Ursem, Rosan van Halsema, Irene de
Vries, Bart Vlemmix, Iris Verstappen, Maaike de Boer, Andrea Kees, Femke Gramsma and Veerle
Beijer for their effort! It is important to document our activities by taking pictures, for this we got an
entire committee: The PaparazzCie! I want to thank Roosmarijn Knol, Bart Vlemmix, Judith Boekee,
Hylke van der Wal, Brian Verhoeven, Tim Hoevenaars and Ida Haven for their effort! I would like to
thank the KasCo for critically checking our finances. Thanks to Devin Beck and Henry Rommelse for
their effort! What would Pyrus be without a website, luckily, we have the InternetCie. I would like to
thank Devin Beck, Maarten van Pelt, Jord van Rossum and Duve Ribberink for their effort! The last
committee that I would like to thank is the Committee of Advice for critically checking the board. I
want to thank, Devin Beck, Luuk Bersee, Jip Koster, Jeroen van der Valk, Henry Rommelse, Yde
Jansen, Maaike Gaaff, Auke van der Woude, Maarten van Pelt, Kees Teuling, Mirabel Vlaming, Steven
Heesterman, Rosan Halsema, Bart Vlemmix, Gijs Eijgenraam and Maaike de Boer.

